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EPA’s Administrative Records Guidance
By Carrie Wehling*
The APA Administrative
Record for Judicial Review

explain their procedures for compiling
their records for judicial review.
The U.S. Environmental Protection
critical task for federal agency
Agency (EPA) has long-established
lawyers and their clients is
practices on assembling its records for
assembling the administrative
APA judicial review. Several years
record for judicial review under the
ago, EPA condensed its practices into
Administrative Procedure Act (APA).
an official guidance. See
The APA simply specifies
EPA’s Action Development
that review of final agency
Process: Administrative Records
actions is to be based on the
Guidance (2011) (hereinafter
“whole record,” 5 U.S.C.
“Guidance”). Recently, this
§ 706, but putting together
Guidance received judicial
that record is anything but
imprimatur. In addressing
simple. The steady stream of
numerous challenges to the
challenges to the completelengthy record compiled for
ness of agency records, and
Carrie Wehling
a controversial rule promulthe large body of sometimes
gated jointly by EPA and the
conf licting and often situaDepartment of the Army, the Sixth
tion-specific case law, is proof enough
Circuit deferred to the EPA Guidance
of the difficulty. The challenges are
in upholding, almost entirely, the
amplified in the information age,
agencies’ compilation of the record
where electronic information can
for judicial review. See In re U.S. Dep’t
result in large and complex agency
of Def. & EPA Final Rule, 2016 U.S.
decision-making records, especially
App. LEXIS 18309 (6th Cir. 2016).
where the agency action is governed
by notice-and-comment procedures.
EPA’s Administrative
Courts reviewing agency action
Records Guidance
generally presume that the agency’s
The Guidance ref lects EPA’s
certified administrative record is
practices in compiling records as
complete and properly assembled. See,
well as EPA’s view of the sometimese.g., Citizens to Preserve Overton Park,
conf licting case law. It is written in a
Inc., v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 415 (1971).
simple question-and-answer format,
In light of this presumption, and the
and its purpose is to clarify EPA
complexity of agency records, some
administrative record practices for
courts have turned to agency guidance
both EPA personnel and the public.
to determine whether the record is
The Guidance is intended to address
properly compiled. See, e.g., Desert
some of the most common questions
Survivors v. US DOI, 2017 U.S. Dist.
about assembling proper administraLEXIS 16536, at *11 (N.D. Cal. Feb.
tive records and to ensure that the
6, 2017). It is too soon to say whether
resulting record for judicial review is
this trend will continue. But, if so,
indeed “whole.”
federal agencies may want to consider
The Guidance begins with a definideveloping guidance to clarify and
tion of the administrative record. EPA
defines the administrative record
to be “the set of non-deliberative
* Carrie Wehling is an Assistant General
Counsel at U.S. EPA. She has a B.S. degree
documents that the decision-maker
from Stanford University and a J.D. from
considered, directly or indirectly …
Harvard University. The author appreciates
in making the final decision.” The
the helpful comments on this article from
Guidance explains that the goal of the
colleagues Carol Ann Siciliano, Noelle
administrative record is to compile all
Green, and Jessica O’Donnell.
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non-deliberative information EPA is
aware of that is relevant to the decision
and considered by the decision-maker,
whether or not that information
supports the final agency decision,
so that the record presented for court
review “fairly represent[s] all relevant
factual information and contrary views
provided to the agency.”

EPA’s Approach to
Deliberative Materials
As is clear from the Guidance’s
definition of the administrative
record, EPA does not include “deliberative” materials in the record for
judicial review. The Guidance defines
deliberative materials as “materials
that solely ref lect the internal deliberative processes of decision-making
within EPA or within the Executive
Branch of the federal government.”
The Guidance further explains that
deliberative materials are “those that
are prepared in order to assist an
agency decision-maker in arriving at
a decision and ref lecting preliminary
or candid internal views or advice
of the kind that would be discouraged if the document were made
part of the record for the decision.”
Examples include internal e-mails
discussing or evaluating policy
options, draft decision documents, the
exchange of preliminary opinions or
recommendations, briefing papers,
options papers, and staff-attorney
opinions. Such documents have three
characteristics: they are internal,
pre-decisional, and have content that
ref lects internal deliberations over a
pending agency decision. Documents
that are generally not deliberative
include factual and scientific documents, documents conveying or
explaining a decision, technical
information, public process materials,
official correspondence from other
federal agencies, and information
“generated by, with, or shared among
EPA and State personnel.”
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Courts overwhelmingly agree
that deliberative documents are not
part of the administrative record,
among other reasons, to ensure that
it is an agency’s articulated basis for
its decision that is reviewed by the
court under the APA, and to enhance
the quality of decisionmaking by
encouraging the free f low of information during internal deliberations.
However, disagreement persists on the
rationale, which in some instances can
make a difference. Some courts view
the matter as a question of “privilege”;
others view it as a question of “materiality.” These competing frames
have led to different practices among
federal agencies, confusing case law,
and unnecessary transaction costs.
EPA’s position, based on its
interpretation of the case law, is that
internal deliberative materials are
immaterial as a matter of law, and
thus not properly part of the “whole
record.” Accordingly, EPA excludes
these materials on relevance grounds,
not privilege. See Guidance at 5-6
(citing cases).
There are several important
implications of excluding deliberative materials based on relevance as
opposed to privilege. First, unlike
administrative record materials
that EPA compiles contemporaneously and carefully throughout
the decisionmaking process, EPA
does not collect or sort deliberative
documents in assembling the administrative record. The back-and-forth
of internal deliberations is not just
of minimal value in explaining the
agency decision but, especially for
significant rulemaking actions, can
also be voluminous. As a result,
excluding these documents has great
practical importance.
Second, EPA does not compile
a “privilege log” of deliberative
materials or include such documents
in a separate “privileged” section
of the administrative record that is
not available to the courts or the
litigants. If a document is not part of
the administrative record, there is no
need to log it.
In addition, because the exclusion
of deliberative documents is not based
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on privilege, there is no waiver that
attaches to release of the documents
for other purposes, such as internal
deliberative materials required to be
posted in the public rulemaking docket
under Executive Order 12866 (providing for review of draft federal agency
actions by the Office of Management
and Budget) or documents released
under the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA). Whether internal deliberative
materials related to an agency action
are released to the public under FOIA
requests or pursuant to a waiver of
the “deliberative process privilege” or
other privilege is a completely separate
matter from whether they are part of
the administrative record for judicial
review. As a result, documents that are
deliberative are not part of the EPA
administrative record regardless of
whether they can be, should be, or are
released to the public.
There are several important reasons
why EPA relies on relevance and not
privilege in excluding deliberative
materials from the administrative
record. First, excluding deliberative materials based on relevance is
consistent with the foundational case
law relating to defining the “whole
record” and its rationale. See Overton
Park, 401 U.S. at 420 (holding that
courts should avoid inquiry into the
mental process of administrative
decision-makers). The purpose of the
administrative record is to compile
the documents for court review
that explain an agency’s rationale
for its final decision. Deliberative
documents do not explain the basis
of an agency’s decision; rather, they
represent internal and preliminary
discussions of possible courses
of action and possible rationales.
Deliberative documents do not necessarily ref lect what course of action
was ultimately chosen by the agency
decision-maker or the ultimate reason
why they chose it.
By contrast, the purpose of the
deliberative process privilege is simply
to allow an agency, in its discretion,
to withhold certain internal documents from public release. In EPA’s
view, whether a document is part of
the agency’s explanation for its action

does not logically depend on whether
the agency has decided to assert a
privilege over the document; nor is
it dependent on what is or should
be released to the public. Rather, a
document is part of the record when
it ref lects the final rationale for the
decision and the factual information
considered. Asserting privileges to
exclude documents from, or segregate within, administrative records
is, in EPA’s view, both illogical and
unnecessary.
Second, excluding deliberative
documents based on relevance
requires the agency to be more clear,
more transparent, and more proactive
in developing its decision-making
documents and rationale. EPA’s practice is not to rely on any deliberative
documents to defend its actions in
court. Therefore, EPA personnel
must consider the record prior to the
final agency decision to ensure that
the decision document and supporting materials contain the final agency
rationale and all supporting materials, that all needed considerations
are documented in non-deliberative
form, and that all contrary information is fully addressed. Under the
Guidance, if important content is
contained in deliberative documents, EPA personnel convert that
information into non-deliberative
form prior to the issuance of the
final decision; this includes culling
factual information from deliberative
documents. As a result, excluding
deliberative materials does not, and
is not intended to, hide important
considerations from public view
but rather to make sure that the
record is considered throughout the
decision-making process and the
rationale for the final decision is clear
and well-articulated. In contrast,
including deliberative documents
would mean that the agency’s rationale would likely be buried among
volumes of internal deliberations that
are at best of questionable value, and
at worst, completely unintelligible,
or walled off from public view in a
“privileged” section of the administrative record. In short, the agency’s
approach to deliberative documents
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ensures that its final decision stands
or falls on the public basis for the
decision as officially articulated
by the agency, and that neither the
public nor the courts are misled by
the preliminary internal views of
agency personnel.
Third, excluding deliberative
documents helps to ensure that decisions are well considered. Because
the exclusion is based on relevance,
not a privilege that may be waived or
not asserted, EPA’s approach better
protects forthright internal debates,
contributing to a more thorough
vetting of the decision.

Finally, excluding deliberative documents based on relevance eliminates
the transaction costs of collecting,
compiling, segregating, justifying, and
litigating over privileged materials.
Such costs are particularly unnecessary
because these materials have minimal,
if any, value in explaining the agency
decision for judicial review.

Conclusion
The Guidance not only assists EPA
personnel with the task of compiling
the record for judicial review, but also
explains to the public and to courts
how EPA approaches administrative

record compilation, especially with
respect to deliberative documents.
As pointed out in the Guidance,
the exclusion of such documents is
counterbalanced by ensuring that
all factual information and public
commentary is included in the
record, and that EPA’s decision is
well-articulated in the final decision
documents. This approach minimizes
unnecessary transaction costs and
helps ensure that an accurate, comprehensible, and comprehensive record is
available for judicial review.

The Evolving Law and Use of
Interstate Compacts, 2nd Edition
Authors: Jeffrey B. Litwak, Michael H. McCabe, Michael L. Buenger, Richard L. Masters
Item Details: Interstate compacts serve an important, but mostly unnoticed
role in shaping relationships between the states and between the states and the
federal government, resolving thorny policy problems such as law enforcement and corrections management across state lines, pollution control,
natural resource management, child protection, regional transportation, and
professional licensing. The Evolving Law and Use of Interstate Compacts explains
the theoretical principles behind interstate compacts; best practices with
developing and drafting compacts; practical implications of operating in a
compact-regulated environment; and the unique law of interstate compacts,
including gaps, conflicts and trends.

2016, 480 pages, 6x9, Paperback
Product Code: 5010089
ISBN: 978-1-63425-753-4

Drawing from nearly 100 years of collective experience, the authors provide
a comprehensive analysis of the legal as well as the practical implications of
the ever-growing use of interstate compacts to share that authority, including chapters on litigation involving compacts, parties to the compact and
compact agencies.
This comprehensive legal reference and practical guide is designed for
lawyers, legislators, drafters, compact administrators, and students.
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For more information, or to order, visit our website
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What is the purpose of this document?
This document describes EPA’s practices for compiling administrative records for use in
litigation challenging EPA decisions. The principles outlined below are intended to help inform
EPA personnel about basic principles for record compilation, provide information to the public
on how EPA compiles records, and to contribute to an orderly process for judicial review based
on a complete record. This document is consistent with the US Department of Justice
recommendation that agencies develop guidance on the compilation and contents of the
administrative record. (Memorandum from Ronald J. Tenpas, Assistant Attorney General, to
Selected Agency Counsel, December 23, 2008.)
Filing a complete administrative record is critical to defending EPA decisions in court.
Where litigation is likely, it is also very important to focus on record development through the
entire process of decision-making. This document reflects both case law and long-standing
Agency practice in compiling and defending administrative records for EPA decisions. 1
Specifically, this document is intended to:
x

Clarify EPA’s practice regarding which documents would generally be included and
which documents would generally not be included in the administrative record for an
EPA decision that has been or will be challenged in Court and is reviewable under the
Administrative Procedure Act (APA).

x

Provide assistance to EPA personnel in assembling these administrative records. While
decisions about what to include in an administrative record depend upon many factors
that will be specific to each statutory mandate and decision-making process, there are
some general principles that should aid this process and reduce the time, effort and
transaction costs in assembling administrative records in response to a court challenge
and in addressing the potential consequences of having an inadequate record.

x

Enhance the defensibility of EPA decisions by ensuring that the underlying
administrative record includes all relevant information that EPA considered and any
necessary responses to that information.

The development of administrative records is a highly case-specific endeavor and these
recommendations do not address all questions concerning these administrative records.
However, this document should provide clarity and assistance for the most often-asked questions
pertaining to administrative records. Questions that are not addressed in this document should be

1

Note that some Agency programs have developed specific guidance for their programs or have statutory or
regulatory provision that govern record compilation; for example, Comprehensive Environmental Response
Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) response actions and Clean Water Act (CWA) State water quality
standards (WQS) approval decisions. While this guidance is intended to be consistent with those programs, those
more specific provisions or guidance concerning record compilation govern.
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referred to the Office of General Counsel (OGC) or Regional attorney working on a particular
matter. We may update this document as necessary to address additional issues. 2

What is the “administrative record”?
The administrative record filed with a court is the set of non-deliberative documents that
the decision-maker considered, directly or indirectly (e.g., through staff), in making the final
decision. 3 The record should include all the factual, technical, and scientific material or data
considered in making the decision, whether or not those materials or data support the decision.
x
x

If the decision-making process included one or more public comment periods, the
administrative record will include all public comments submitted to EPA as part of those
comment periods, whether or not those comments support EPA.
Note that the “administrative record” for an action does not necessarily include all
documents related to a matter that are official government records under the Federal
Records Act. For example, official internal memoranda related to an action may be
agency records but not part of the “administrative record” because they are deliberative,
as discussed below.

Why are administrative records important?
EPA’s decisions are generally subject to court review under the Administrative Procedure
Act (APA). The APA provides that review of agency actions is based on the “whole record.”
When an EPA final action is challenged, EPA generally is required by the Court to file its
administrative record with the Court and make the record available to the litigating parties.
x

The administrative record is the “whole record” under the APA; it is where the courts
look to determine whether the agency action was reasonable and consistent with
applicable legal requirements. (For the leading Supreme Court case on judicial review
of agency actions under the APA, please see Citizens to Preserve Overton Park v.
Volpe, 401 U.S. 402 (1971)).

The standard of review courts use when reviewing an agency action under the APA is
whether an agency action is “arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in
accordance with law.” One frequently cited standard for making this determination is whether
2

Please note that this guidance is intended to address compilation of “administrative records” for purposes of
litigation challenging an Agency decision. It does not address record compilation and retention requirements
pursuant to discovery orders or litigation hold memoranda; such compilations may be far broader than the
administrative record for the Agency action at issue.
3
A number of different phrases with the same meaning may be used interchangeably to describe the contents of the
administrative record. For example, the administrative record may be referred to as the set of documents that
“provides the basis” or “forms the basis” for an action; that the agency or decision-maker “considered”; that the
decision-maker “considered either directly or indirectly”; or that the agency or the agency decision-maker “relied
on.”
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the decision was based on a consideration of the relevant factors and whether there has been a
clear error of judgment. Overton Park at 416. Filing a complete record with the court helps the
Agency demonstrate that it considered the relevant factors in making its decision and made a
reasonable judgment in light of all the relevant facts.
There can be significant costs to the Agency in compiling an inadequate record. An
incomplete record may mean that the Agency action is overturned by a reviewing court or
remanded for additional explanation. That in turn can require additional staff time and resources.
In addition, some courts faced with an inadequate record will allow supplementation of the
record by the opposing parties or will allow discovery, which can also be very time- and
resource-intensive. Compilation of a complete administrative record will help the Agency avoid
these adverse consequences in litigation.

What is the goal of the administrative record?
In assembling an administrative record for court review, the goal is to have an
administrative record that:
(1) contains all non-deliberative 4 information EPA is aware of that is relevant to the
decision and that was considered directly or indirectly by the decision-maker, including
information that supports or is contrary to the action taken by EPA; and
(2) explains why EPA’s action is reasonable and consistent with statutory and regulatory
requirements, and specifically how EPA reviewed any contrary information and why EPA came
to the decision that it did notwithstanding that information.
The administrative record should, as a result, fairly represent all relevant factual
information and contrary views provided to the Agency. As noted above, it is very important to
have an adequate administrative record because the lack of an adequate record may result in an
adverse court decision overturning the EPA decision or ordering supplementation of the record
through, for example, written discovery or depositions of Agency employees.

Why are deliberative materials not part of the record?
The administrative record does not include materials that solely reflect the internal
deliberative processes of decision-making within EPA or within the Executive Branch of the
federal government. In its seminal Overton Park decision on court review of Agency action
under the APA, the Supreme Court held that judicial inquiry into the deliberative process of
4

A note on “deliberative” documents as opposed to “deliberative process privileged” documents: this guidance
discusses “deliberative” materials; while that term is also used in the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) context to
refer to documents subject to a “deliberative process privilege”, the use of the term “deliberative” in the
administrative record context is not related to a privilege. As noted below under “publicly available deliberative
documents”, the exclusion of deliberative documents from the record is based on relevance, not privilege. Most
documents that are subject to a FOIA privilege (deliberative process, attorney-client, and work-product documents,
for example) will also be excluded from the administrative record because they are internal and pre-decisional, and
thus “deliberative”. However, a “deliberative” document does not need to be privileged in order to be excluded
from the administrative record.
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decision-makers is not permitted. Because the actual subjective motivation of Agency decisionmakers is immaterial as a matter of law under Overton Park, documentation of the deliberations
is also immaterial. See e.g. San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace v. NRC, 751 F.2d 1287, 1324-26
(D.C. Cir. 1984) (noting weight of precedent and policy favoring exclusion of deliberative
documents).
As a result, materials containing solely the policy advice, recommendations, or opinions
of EPA or other federal government staff that were generated as part of the internal deliberative
process for formulating the EPA decision are not generally part of the administrative record.
These types of materials are generally excluded because they document the Agency’s or
Executive Branch’s internal decision-making process and deliberations prior to the agency’s
final decision rather than providing or explaining the information that forms the basis for the
decision.
Exclusion of deliberative materials is also important for practical reasons, including that
revealing candid pre-decisional views and advice would chill internal discussion of important
legal and policy matters, thereby reducing the quality of decision-making, that disclosure of
internal deliberations may be misleading as to the actual basis for the decision, and that EPA
does not generally keep or track all the internal pre-decisional material (e.g. every draft of the
decision document) and to do so would be highly resource-intensive.
Because EPA’s record will not generally include deliberative material, EPA should not
refer to or rely on any of these materials in its decision documents. Where information in a
deliberative document is needed to provide record support --- for example, where the document
contains factual information or records policy decisions found nowhere else in the record, or
where a relevant document, while labeled “draft,” was not superseded by a final document --- the
relevant information should be extracted and placed in a non-deliberative document (e.g.
technical support document, memorandum to the record) before the final decision is issued. The
non-deliberative document would be included in the administrative record; the deliberative
document would not.

What kinds of documents are “deliberative”?
Deliberative documents are those that are prepared in order to assist an agency decisionmaker in arriving at a decision and reflecting preliminary or candid internal views or advice of
the kind that would be discouraged if the document were made part of the record for the
decision. As discussed in more detail below, a “deliberative” document is one that is internal,
that is pre-decisional, and that has deliberative content.
x

Internal documents generally are documents (including emails) that are shared only
among EPA employees. There are a few exceptions: “internal” also includes documents
shared with other federal agencies during deliberations over the agency decision (but not
formal memos or comments from another agency); documents generated by or shared
with contractors working for the Agency on the matter; documents shared with co-
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regulators, such as States, where the co-regulator is acting solely as a consultant for
EPA’s decision-making.
x

Pre-decisional means the document must have been created before the decision. Drafts
are usually pre-decisional. Documents announcing a decision are not.

x

Deliberative content means that the document must reflect internal deliberations over a
pending Agency decision. Generally, documents expressing personal ideas, staff
opinions, recommendations or advice are deliberative, as are options papers, issue papers,
management briefing documents, edits or comments on draft documents, draft decision
and supporting documents. Documents that are factual are rarely deliberative.
Documents conveying or explaining decisions are usually not deliberative. If a
“recommendations” document is treated as a decision document (e.g. it is signed by the
decision-maker), it is not deliberative. Documents providing solely non-substantive or
factual information, such as meeting location, logistics, planning documents and meeting
agendas are not generally deliberative.

x

Documents that include both deliberative material and non-deliberative material (e.g.,
technical analysis or factual or scientific information) should be discussed with OGC or
Regional attorneys; to the extent practicable, the scientific or factual material should be
copied into a non-deliberative document and placed in the record.

Because the administrative record does not include deliberative documents, it would not
generally include materials such as staff notes, internal e-mails discussing or evaluating various
policy options or decision drafts, briefing papers and other staff advice, draft decision
documents, staff attorney opinions or work product, or emails exchanging preliminary opinions
or recommendations. These materials are excluded as deliberative regardless of whether they
evidence conflicting opinions on the merits of scientific, technical or policy issues, contain
recommendations for options not ultimately adopted by the Agency, or document preliminary
views of the decision-maker that differ from the agency’s final decision.
x

The administrative record should, however, include the scientific or technical literature,
technical analysis, and other factual information considered by the decision-maker,
including his/her staff, in developing the Agency’s final position. Such factual material
is not usually considered to be deliberative. OGC or Regional attorneys should be
consulted if the status of a possible record document is unclear.

What documents should generally be in EPA’s administrative record?
Following are the major categories of materials that should be in decision records filed in
court challenges to those decisions 5:
5

Note that some programs have regulations that require specific items to be in an administrative record for those
programs. For example, 40 CFR 124 specifies certain materials to be included in the administrative record for draft
and final National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

7

x

EPA information considered in connection with the decision, including: the proposed
action (if the decision was preceded by a public proposal), supporting technical
information and analyses, reports, data files, graphs, charts, guidance, manuals, policies
and directives, official meeting notes or transcripts, and documents shared between EPA
and outside parties. The record also includes documentation to support findings under
relevant statutory authorities, regulatory authorities, or executive orders, such as the
economic analysis prepared pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 12866, analyses of the
economic impacts on small entities prepared under the Regulatory Flexibility Act, and
records of consultations required by the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act and
consultations undertaken pursuant to EPA’s tribal policy.

x

Public process materials including: correspondence with members of the public,
transcripts from hearings, public comments submitted to EPA, and the responses to those
comments.

x

Information shared with States. Except in the unusual case where a State is acting
solely as EPA’s consultant during a decision-making process, documents generated by,
with, or shared among EPA and State personnel that are considered by EPA in
connection with the decision are not likely to be considered “deliberative.” As a result,
these documents should be in the administrative record even if the document is draft or
reflects preliminary discussions between EPA and State personnel. Consult with OGC or
Regional attorneys to determine the status of documents from, or shared with, State
officials.

x

Other material EPA personnel considered in connection with the decision, including
correspondence and emails from other federal agencies that provide factual, scientific or
technical information related to the decision or that reflect the other agencies’ official
views about the EPA decision (e.g., under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), final
biological opinions or concurrence on effects determinations); documents generated by
EPA that memorialize phone calls that provided relevant factual information or public
comments not otherwise provided in written form; and hard copy printouts of any website
information that is cited in the decision or relied on. As discussed below, some interagency correspondence may be both deliberative (for example, expressing staff opinions)
and non-deliberative (for example, providing technical information or decisions). Only
the non-deliberative information is part of the record.

x

References. The record should also include the references cited in the decision,
including court opinions and official EPA documents, as well as the important references
that are cited in scientific papers upon which EPA relied. While cited references can also
be considered part of the administrative record without being listed separately, it is best
to separately include them to be clear about which documents EPA considered in its

(RCRA), Underground Injection Control (UIC) and Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) permits, and 40
CFR Section 300.810 specifies the contents of the administrative record for a CERCLA response action.

8

decision-making process. Note that copyright may affect how we make referenced
material available, but does not affect whether it is part of an administrative record.
x

Confidential business information (CBI). The administrative record should include
CBI if that information was considered during the decision-making process. CBI
materials are listed in the index to the record, but the documents are generally either
redacted or placed in a secured (not publicly accessible) portion of the record. As much
of the CBI material as possible should be made available through redaction or some other
technique that shields the confidential information. This approach protects the CBI
information while making the general information available to the public and the courts. 6

x

EPA’s final decision document. The final decision document is the document signed by
the Agency official authorized to make the decision, such as the final rule signed by the
Administrator, or the final determination or approval/disapproval document.

What documents should generally not be in EPA’s administrative record?
Following are the principal types of documents that should not be included in decision
records.
x

Intra-agency deliberative documents. As discussed above, these are documents and
emails generated prior to the decision and containing solely internal pre-decisional
deliberations related to the decision, such as emails between EPA program staff and
attorneys related to the decision, options papers, personal notes documenting internal
meetings, and drafts of the decision document and comments by EPA personnel on that
document. Deliberative information contained in a non-deliberative document should be
extracted; only the non-deliberative portions of the document should be included in the
record.

x

Inter-agency deliberative documents. Deliberative materials shared between EPA and
other federal government agencies that EPA is consulting with as part of the decisionmaking process (for example, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)) are treated
the same as internal EPA documents. Factual, scientific, and technical information is part
of the record; staff advisory opinions or advice made as part of the decision-making
process are not part of the record. Note that comments from OMB are deliberative and
are not part of the administrative record whether are not they were made available in the
docket.
o However, official memoranda from another federal agency are not deliberative,
and should be included in the administrative record, if they were sent as part of
consultations required by statute or regulation and if they express the other
agency’s final views on the EPA decision or a particular stage of the decision
(such as a final biological opinion from the US Fish and Wildlife Service or the

6

CBI status is governed by EPA regulations found at 40 CFR Part 2, Subpart B. Always consult with your OGC or
Regional attorney when handling any CBI material.

9

National Marine Fisheries Service). OGC or Regional attorneys should be
consulted on whether correspondence or a document from another federal agency
is deliberative; EPA staff may also need to contact the other agency to determine
what their intent was. Note that some transmittals from other agencies may
contain both factual information and deliberative material, such as a deliberative
cover memorandum attaching a non-deliberative report or study. In such case,
the report or study would be in the record but the cover memorandum would not
be in the administrative record.
x

Publicly available deliberative documents. For purposes of compiling administrative
records, a document remains “deliberative” even if it has been made public; decisions
regarding what documents are part of EPA’s administrative record do not depend on
whether the documents are “privileged” or have been released to the public as part of a
docket or in response to a FOIA request.

x

Documents generated after signature. The administrative record for a decision is
complete upon signature by the decision-maker. Documents generated or altered after
signature are not part of the administrative record for that decision. 7 Similarly, FOIA
requests about a decision are not part of the record of the decision itself.

How is the administrative record different from a docket or other publicly
available viewing file?
Unless a statute or regulation provides otherwise, the docket and the administrative
record may contain slightly different sets of documents. A docket is a collection of documents
that are made available for public viewing. Under some circumstances, some of the documents
placed in the docket would not be included in the administrative record. For example, if the
docket contains late comments received after the comment period, the administrative record
would only include those comments if the Agency in fact considered them.
At the same time, because the administrative record is the compilation of all non-deliberative
materials considered by the Agency during a decision-making process, a non-deliberative
document that was considered by the Agency is part of the record regardless of whether it was in
the docket or other publicly-available file. For example, a document classified as CBI would
generally not be placed in the docket but would be part of the administrative record. In addition,
some Agency decisions subject to litigation (such as a guidance document or a variance decision)
may not have a public docket at all.

7

Under Agency policy for rulemakings signed by the Administrator, clerical errors that do not affect the substance
of the rule can be corrected without review and approval by the Administrator but substantive changes must be
approved by the Administrator. See http://intranet.epa.gov/adplibrary/documents/rulechanges-postsig07-25-06.pdf.
Such post-signature changes are not generally part of the administrative record for the original decision; rather, they
should be considered part of a supplemental record.

10

x

Note that if an action has a docket, it is a good practice to make the docket and record as
much the same as possible to reduce confusion and the need to explain the difference
between the two compilations.

x

Also note that under Clean Air Act (CAA) Section 307(d) and Toxic Substances Control
Act (TSCA) Section 411, a promulgated rule may not be based on any information which
has not been placed in the docket. Generally, this means that as of the date a CAA 307(d)
or TSCA 411 final rule is signed, all materials that make up the administrative record for
the rule must be in the docket.

See EPA’s Creating and Managing Dockets: Frequently Asked Questions for EPA Action
Developers for more information (http://intranet.epa.gov/adplibrary/adpmilestones/docketing.htm).

When is the administrative record developed?
While the record is not officially compiled until a court orders the Agency to file the
record in litigation, it is important to focus on the record through the entire decision-making
process. 8 A deficient record cannot generally be cured by creating new supporting documents
after the decision-maker has signed the decision. For example, it is important to have written
responses in the record to scientific, technical or policy criticisms of the decision that are in the
record. These responses, and all record documents, must be completed before the decisionmaker has signed the decision document.
Note also that a compilation of materials in a docket or other publicly available viewing
file does not dictate what is or is not in the final administrative record. A docket or viewing file
is compiled during a decision-making process to provide the public with access to relevant
Agency materials for comment or transparency. While that compilation may be similar to the
administrative record, the record is not formally certified until litigation. There may be materials
in the final administrative record that were not in the public file (e.g. CBI, physical items), and
there may be documents in the public file (e.g. comments received too late for consideration,
OMB changes) that are not part of the record.

Who should develop and maintain the record?
Responsibility for development and maintenance of the administrative record varies by
type of decision and program office. At EPA Headquarters, developing and maintaining the
record is usually the responsibility of the lead program office for the action in question. In some
Regional offices, there is a central record coordinator who manages administrative records for
the entire Regional office. Either structure is acceptable. Where an action involves multiple
offices, the lead office should make sure that necessary record documents are obtained from all
8

As a matter of efficiency, some offices choose to compile the record at the time of decision rather than waiting for
litigation.

11

persons who participated in the decision-making process. For example, if a Region is compiling
an administrative record to support a regional CAA action, they may also need to obtain relevant
documents from the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA) and the Office
of Air Quality Planning and Standards (OAQPS).
Unless otherwise provided for in a particular Agency program, the person who certifies
the record for litigation should generally be the highest level career manager with oversight
responsibility for the action for which the record is developed; at Headquarters, that would
generally be the relevant office director. For Regional offices, this would generally be the
relevant division director. 9

What other Agency guidance is available relating to administrative records?
x

CERCLA records guidance: Revised Guidance on Compiling Administrative Records
for CERCLA Response Actions (September 2010).
http://www.epa.gov/compliance/resources/policies/cleanup/superfund/admin-recordmem-rev.pdf

x

CWA WQS guidance: “Development of Administrative Records for Court Review of
EPA Decisions on State and Tribal Water Quality Standards under CWA Section
303(c).” Memorandum from Steven M. Neugeboren, OGC, to Regional Counsels and
Regional Water Division Directors, July 30, 2008.

x

Agency dockets guidance: “Creating and Managing Dockets: Frequently Asked
Questions for EPA Action Developers” (September 2010).
http://intranet.epa.gov/adplibrary/adp-milestones/docketing.htm

9

Some Agency programs have specific requirements or designated personnel to sign administrative records. Those
designations apply rather than the general guidance provided here.
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INTRODUCTION
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1651 and Rule 21 of the Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure, the Secretary of Health and Human Services, the Acting Commissioner of
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and the FDA, respectfully petition this
Court to issue a writ of mandamus to the United States District Court for the
Northern District of California in Institute for Fisheries Resources v. Price, No. 3:16-cv1574 (N.D. Cal.) (Chhabria, J.). In a pending suit for judicial review of agency action
under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), the district court has granted a
motion by the plaintiffs to supplement the extensive administrative record with
hundreds of thousands of pages of internal, deliberative documents. The court’s
order requires FDA to review individually each document in this vast array of
predecisional material and produce the documents for the plaintiffs or assert a specific
claim of privilege through the submission of a privilege log.
The district court’s order rests on a fundamental misunderstanding of the
scope of an administrative record and the nature of judicial review of agency action.
It is a basic tenet of administrative law that review of agency action is based on the
agency’s stated reasons for its decision and that, barring exceptional circumstances, it
is beyond the power of courts to probe the mental processes of the agency. For that
reason, the en banc D.C. Circuit and other courts have declined to require agencies to
include internal, deliberative, and predecisional agency documents in an administrative
record. Because documents that reflect predecisional deliberations within the agency
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are not part of an administrative record in the first instance, those courts have also
not required agencies to review all such documents and create a privilege log
describing them. These decisions recognize that internal documents reflecting an
agency’s predecisional deliberations are not part of the administrative record any more
than documents reflecting a trial court’s predecisional deliberations, such as bench
memos, other communications between judges and their staff, and drafts of decisions,
are part of the trial record.
The district court order here is squarely in conflict with these decisions. FDA
has already produced a voluminous and comprehensive administrative record
covering more than twenty years of agency proceedings and containing approximately
38,000 pages of documents. Plaintiffs have not provided any evidence that FDA
conducted the administrative proceeding in bad faith or that any other extraordinary
circumstances that might warrant examination of predecisional materials are present.
The district court has nonetheless ordered the government to produce all
predecisional documents or describe any withheld documents in a privilege log. The
order compels FDA to review, by FDA’s estimate, significantly more than 400,000
pages of documents, requiring thousands of hours of time and diverting agency
personnel away from mission-critical functions.
The governing criteria for mandamus relief articulated in Bauman v. U.S. District
Court, 557 F.2d 650 (9th Cir. 1977), are satisfied here. The district court has committed a clear error of law and acted beyond its authority to review agency action.
2
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Immediate review is needed to avoid the staggering burden the government will face
in complying with the district court’s order. No other means are available to obtain
the relief the government seeks; the district court’s error in this case has been repeated
with increasing frequency in district courts within this Circuit, and in particular in the
Northern District of California; and this Court itself has yet to address the issue.
Petitioners respectfully request that the Court issue the writ and direct the district
court to vacate its clearly erroneous order.
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
This Court has authority to issue a writ of mandamus pursuant to 28 U.S.C.
§ 1651 and Rule 21 of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure.
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE
Whether the district court committed clear legal error and exceeded its judicial
authority by ruling that hundreds of thousands of pages of internal, deliberative
agency documents are part of the administrative record in this case and that the
agency must either produce those documents or review and describe withheld
material in a privilege log.
PERTINENT STATUTES AND REGULATIONS
Pertinent statutes and regulations are reproduced in the addendum to this
petition.

3
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A.

Background

This case concerns the regulation of genetically engineered salmon. FDA has
been considering this general subject since 1994. Dkt. 82-2 at 2. After many years of
consideration, including discussions within FDA, and with other agencies, industry
stakeholders and other interested outside parties, the FDA issued draft guidance on
the regulation of genetically engineered animals in 2008. See 73 Fed. Reg. 54,407
(Sept. 19, 2008). After receiving and reviewing thousands of comments, the guidance
was finalized and published on January 16, 2009. 74 Fed. Reg. 3057 (Jan. 16, 2009).
The guidance clarifies that a recombinant DNA (‘rDNA”) construct that is intended
to alter the structure or function of an animal meets the definition of a drug under the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (“FDCA”), 21 U.S.C. § 321 et seq., and that
FDA has authority to regulate such constructs in genetically engineered animals
through the “new animal drug approval” provisions of the Act. The guidance sets
forth guidelines and recommendations for potential applicants. 74 Fed. Reg. at 3057.
In September 2010, FDA convened a public Veterinary Medicine Advisory
Committee (“VMAC”) meeting to discuss the new animal drug application of a
biotechnology company, AquaBounty Technologies, Inc. (“AquaBounty”),
concerning a genetically engineered salmon. See 75 Fed. Reg. 52,605 (Aug. 26, 2010)
(announcement of VMAC meeting). In association with that meeting, FDA made
publicly available AquaBounty’s environmental assessment, and established a docket
4
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to accept public comments. The agency received thousands of written comments
from various interested groups and individuals on AquaBounty’s application.
Subsequently, in December 2012, FDA released its own draft environmental
assessment and preliminary Finding of No Significant Impact (draft EA/preliminary
FONSI), which analyzed the potential environmental impact of an FDA approval of
AquaBounty’s new animal drug application, on which the agency received thousands
of comments. See 77 Fed. Reg. 76,050 (Dec. 26, 2012). On November 19, 2015,
following review of the comments, additional review of minor submissions from
AquaBounty, and further deliberation, the agency responded to relevant and
substantive comments, and approved AquaBounty’s application under the conditions
of use specified in the approval documents, allowing introduction of the salmon into
interstate commerce. 80 Fed. Reg. 73,104 (Nov. 24, 2015).
The Plaintiffs filed suit in the Northern District of California in March 2016.
They allege that FDA lacked authority to approve AquaBounty’s application and issue
Guidance 187 under the FDCA; failed to comply with the National Environmental
Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. § 4321 et seq.; failed to consult adequately with the Fish and
Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service under the Endangered
Species Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1531 et seq.; and failed to adhere to the procedural
requirements of the APA, 5 U.S.C. § 706. Dkt. 53 at 65-66.

5
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B.

The Administrative Record

Legal challenges to agency action are decided on the basis of the administrative
record. After a thorough review, FDA filed an approximately 38,000-page
administrative record in this case. Dkt. 82-2 at 2. The administrative record contains
documents dating back to December 1994, and includes, among other things:
 Studies and other materials submitted by AquaBounty;
 FDA’s analysis of the materials submitted by AquaBounty, and its
responses to AquaBounty regarding those submissions;
 Minutes of meetings with AquaBounty
 A transcript of the September 2010 VMAC meeting to discuss
AquaBounty’s application, the Chair’s final report, and FDA’s response
to that report;
 AquaBounty’s environmental assessment;
 FDA’s subsequent draft environmental assessment and preliminary
FONSI, and FDA’s final environmental assessment and FONSI;
 Thousands of pages of public comments on FDA’s draft guidance
document, the new animal drug application, AquaBounty’s
environmental assessment as discussed at the VMAC meeting, FDA’s

6
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draft environmental assessment and preliminary FONSI, and FDA’s
responses to those comments;1
 The “Freedom of Information Summary” for the AquaBounty approval,
a 161-page document describing the data, analysis, and other
information considered and FDA’s conclusions leading to its decision to
approve the application;


FDA’s emails and letters with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the
National Marine Fisheries Service, in which FDA provided information
and responded to questions concerning FDA’s determination that
approval of a new animal drug application by AquaBounty would have
no effect on endangered species;

 A detailed FDA memorandum describing the review of AquaBounty’s
application and providing the reasons for approval; and
 The decision documents approving AquaBounty’s application.
See Dkt. 71-2.2

Before Plaintiffs filed their motion, the government had agreed to produce
more than 70,000 additional public comments to Plaintiffs once a protective order is
in place to protect the personal privacy or identifying information and confidential
commercial or financial information of commenters. Dkt. 82-2 at 3-4.
1

The administrative record also included a variety of other materials, such as:
FDA inspection reports of AquaBounty facilities; two citizen petitions filed by
Plaintiffs requesting preparation of a full environmental impact statement, and FDA’s
2

7
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Plaintiffs filed a motion to “compel completion” of the administrative record
on November 15, 2016. Plaintiffs claimed that notwithstanding the voluminous
administrative record the agency had produced, which had been prepared in
accordance with the agency’s protocols, the administrative record must be
supplemented to include “internal memoranda, correspondence, notes, drafts,
revisions, or prior versions of FDA’s decision documents.” Dkt. 75 at 5. The
government opposed Plaintiffs’ motion, invoking the settled rule in the D.C. Circuit
(which was approvingly cited by this Court in Portland Audubon Society v. Endangered
Species Committee, 984 F.2d 1534, 1549 (9th Cir. 1993)) that internal, deliberative
materials need not be included in the administrative record. Dkt. 82-2 at 7-8.
In a two-page order issued two days prior to the scheduled hearing, the district
court granted Plaintiffs’ motion. See Dkt. 88. The district court rejected the
government’s position—and the settled rule in the D.C. Circuit—that separate and
apart from any claim of privilege, deliberative and predecisional documents need not
be included in an administrative record. Id. The district court concluded that internal,
deliberative materials may be withheld from the administrative record only on the
basis of specific assertions of privilege, and therefore ordered the government to

denial of those petitions; and more than 400 publications containing relevant data and
analysis. See Dkt. 71-2.
8
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review all such materials and either produce them or identify them and set forth the
basis for withholding them on a privilege log. Id.
On the day of the hearing, and in view of the magnitude of this undertaking,
the district court extended the 30-day deadline in the original order, giving the
government until July 11, 2017, to complete its review, but also directed Plaintiffs to
narrow the scope of their demand. Dkt. 90 (minute order). The district court
directed the parties to file a status report on March 14, 2017, to provide an update on
narrowing efforts. Id.
Plaintiffs narrowed the scope of their demand in certain respects, but reserved
the right to expand their request in the future. Even as presently agreed, the volume
of material covered by the request remains extraordinarily large. The government is
to apply 31 broad search terms to the records of 17 different e-mail custodians over a
23-year period. Dkt. 94 at 2; Dkt. 97-2 (Wanke Decl.) ¶ 4.3 According to FDA’s
current estimate, based on e-mail searches of just 3 of the 17 custodians, this process
will require review of more than 400,000 pages, which, under current staffing levels,
will take far in excess of a year. Dkt. 97-1 (Garcia-Malene Decl.) ¶¶ 13-14. FDA does
not believe it is possible to complete this process by the current mid-July deadline,
and even completing the review by year’s end would require the diversion of FDA

The custodians themselves are to conduct a search of their computer hard
drives and paper files for additional responsive documents. Dkt. 97-1 (Garcia-Malene
Decl.) ¶¶ 11-12.
9
3
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personnel from mission-critical functions to work on the matter. Id. ¶ 21. The
government waited to file this petition until after the March 14 status report deadline,
in order to engage in good-faith negotiations with Plaintiffs regarding the scope of
their request, and to obtain additional clarity regarding the full magnitude of the
undertaking that compliance with the district court’s order would require.
STANDARD OF REVIEW
The Court considers a petition for a writ of mandamus by applying the five
factors identified in Bauman v. U.S. District Court, 557 F.2d 650 (9th Cir. 1977):
(1) whether the petitioner has no other means, such as direct appeal, to
obtain the desired relief;
(2) whether the petitioner will be damaged or prejudiced in any way not
correctable on appeal;
(3) whether the district court’s order is clearly erroneous as a matter of
law;
(4) whether the district court’s order is an oft repeated error or manifests
a persistent disregard of the federal rules; and
(5) whether the district court’s order raises new and important problems
or issues of first impression.
Perry v. Schwarzenegger, 591 F.3d 1147, 1156 (9th Cir. 2009) (citing Bauman, 557 F.2d at
654-55).4 These factors are guidelines, and the only factor that is a prerequisite for

The three factors the Supreme Court has established for mandamus relief—
(1) the party seeking relief has no other adequate means of relief; (2) the right to relief
is clear and undisputable; and (3) issuing the writ is appropriate in the
circumstances—overlap substantially with the Bauman factors and are also satisfied for
the reasons discussed. See Cheney v. U.S. Dist. Ct., 542 U.S. 367, 380-81 (2004).
10
4
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mandamus is the third, clear legal error. Id. (citing Burlington N. & Santa Fe Ry. Co. v.
U.S. Dist. Ct., 408 F.3d 1142, 1146 (9th Cir. 2005); Admiral Ins. Co. v. U.S. Dist. Ct.,
881 F.2d 1486, 1491 (9th Cir. 1989)).
ARGUMENT
An Order Compelling an Agency To Include Predecisional Deliberative
Materials in the Administrative Record or Prepare a Privilege Log Exceeds the
District Court’s Authority and Is Clear Legal Error That Should Be Corrected
by Mandamus
The district court’s order satisfies each of the five Bauman factors for the
extraordinary remedy of mandamus. In ruling that the administrative record includes
deliberative materials and that FDA must produce such materials or invoke specific
privileges to justify their withholding, the district court exercised judicial power it does
not have. The court’s order is at odds with decisions of the Supreme Court and the en
banc D.C. Circuit, and it finds no support in the decisions of this Court or the
language of the APA. Requiring FDA to comply with this clearly erroneous order will
subject it to a grave administrative burden, and there do not appear to be any other
means for the agency to obtain relief. The legal error underlying the district court’s
order is one that district courts within this Circuit have made with increasing
frequency in recent years. The legal issue presented by the district court’s order has
not been directly addressed by this Court, and a growing divide among the district
courts within this Circuit regarding this issue has significant implications for
administrative litigation. The Supreme Court and this Court have exercised
11
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supervisory mandamus jurisdiction to address comparably important questions of first
impression regarding the procedural rights and obligations of parties in litigation, and
this Court should do so here as well. See, e.g., Perry, 591 F.3d at 1156-57 (issuing writ
to address district court’s authority to require disclosure of internal campaign
communications) (citing, inter alia, Schlagenhauf v. Holder, 379 U.S. 104, 110-12 (1964));
City of Las Vegas v. Foley, 747 F.2d 1294, 1296-97 (9th Cir. 1984) (issuing writ where
district court ordered legislators to be deposed to determine their subjective
motivations); see also Mohawk Indust., Inc. v. Carpenter, 558 U.S. 100, 111 (2009)
(collateral order review is generally not available for disclosure orders, but in an
appropriate case may provide basis for mandamus) (citing Cheney v. U.S. Dist. Ct., 542
U.S. 367, 390 (2004); Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. v. Risjord, 449 U.S. 368, 378-79 n.13
(1981)).5
1. The district court’s order is clearly erroneous as a matter of law. It conflicts
with basic principles regarding judicial review of agency action and the scope of the
administrative record on which that review takes place.
As a general matter, “judicial review of agency action is limited to review of the
record on which the administrative decision was based.” Thompson v. Dep't of Labor,

Many of the cited cases involve the doctrinally distinct issues presented by
discovery obligations in ordinary civil litigation. Although the issues presented bear
some superficial resemblances—in part because the district court’s order here blurs
the lines between APA review and civil discovery—this case implicates the uniquely
important interests of ensuring the proper scope of judicial review of agency action.
12
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885 F.2d 551, 555 (9th Cir. 1989). The administrative record includes “all documents
and materials directly or indirectly considered by agency decision-makers.” Id.
(emphasis omitted). But that description refers to materials of the sort considered to
be part of a record in an adjudicatory proceeding, e.g., evidentiary materials and
submissions by parties. See 5 U.S.C. § 556(e) and infra pp. 18-19. Contrary to the
district court’s belief, the bare fact that predecisional, deliberative materials, such as
internal memoranda and emails from agency staff, were generated in the agency’s
decision-making process, does not transform those materials into documents that
were before the agency in any relevant sense and therefore part of the administrative
record, any more than a bench memorandum becomes part of the trial record when it
is prepared for a district judge.
The district court failed to recognize that the scope of the administrative record
is bounded by the proper scope of administrative review. It is long settled that agency
action should be judged on the basis of the agency’s stated reasons for its decision.
See SEC v. Chenery Corp., 318 U.S. 80, 88 (1943) (“confining our review to a judgment
upon the validity of the grounds upon which the Commission itself based its action”);
see also Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n of U.S. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 50
(1983) (“It is well-established that an agency’s action must be upheld, if at all, on the
basis articulated by the agency itself.”); Burlington Truck Lines, Inc. v. United States, 371
U.S. 156, 169 (1962). It is “not the function of the court to probe the mental
processes” of the agency. United States v. Morgan, 304 U.S. 1, 18 (1938) (“Morgan I”).
13
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“Just as a judge cannot be subjected to such a scrutiny . . . so the integrity of the
administrative process must be equally respected.” United States v. Morgan, 313 U.S.
409, 422 (1941) (“Morgan II”). Accordingly, “[s]uch inquiry into the mental processes
of administrative decisionmakers is usually to be avoided.” Citizens to Preserve Overton
Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 420 (1971). Where, as here, administrative findings
are made at the time of the decision and have been included in the administrative
record, Overton Park provides that “there must be a strong showing of bad faith or
improper behavior before such inquiry may be made.” Id. No such determination of
bad faith or improper behavior was made here.6
Applying these teachings, the D.C. Circuit, the only court of appeals to have
squarely addressed the question, has concluded that deliberative materials are outside
the scope of APA review and thus are not part of the administrative record. In San
Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace v. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 789 F.2d 26, 44-45 (D.C.
Cir. 1986), the en banc D.C. Circuit considered a motion to supplement the
administrative record with transcripts of a closed-door meeting of the Nuclear
While making no findings regarding bad faith or improper behavior, the
district court nevertheless concluded that the presumption of regularity to which
agencies are entitled in their preparation of the administrative record was overcome.
It did so based only on (1) the tautological conclusion that the omission of the
deliberative, internal documents (or a privilege log justifying withholding on a
document-by-document basis) was itself a basis for requiring production of those
same documents, and (2) the inadvertent omission from the 38,000 page
administrative record of a single subsequently discovered document, which Plaintiffs
already possessed, reflecting a public comment from an environmental group to the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Dkt. 88 at 2; Dkt. 82-2 at 4.
14
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Regulatory Commission to discuss the license application whose approval the
petitioners were challenging. The court rejected that effort, stating that “[j]udicial
examination of these transcripts would represent an extraordinary intrusion into the
realm of the agency, and that the petitioners must make a “‘strong showing of bad
faith or improper behavior’” before the court would be “warranted in examining the
deliberative proceedings of the agency.” Id. (quoting Overton Park, 401 U.S. at 420).
The court analogized an agency’s deliberations to the deliberative processes of a court
and stated that, “[w]ithout the assurance of secrecy, the court could not fully perform
its functions.” Id. The D.C. Circuit has subsequently reiterated that “the actual
subjective motivation of agency decisionmakers is immaterial as a matter of law” to
APA review. In re Subpoena Duces Tecum Served on Office of Comptroller of Currency, 156
F.3d 1279, 1279-80 (D.C. Cir. 1998) (denial of reh’g en banc) (citing, inter alia, Overton
Park, 401 U.S. at 420; Camp v. Pitts, 411 U.S. 138 (1973); Morgan II, 313 U.S. at 409).
District courts within the D.C. Circuit have adhered to that reasoning in
subsequent decisions rebuffing efforts by plaintiffs to require preparation of a
privilege log specifically identifying withheld deliberative materials. See, e.g., National
Ass’n of Chain Drug Stores v. U.S. Dep’t of Health & Hum. Servs., 631 F. Supp. 2d 23, 27
(D.D.C. 2009); Oceana, Inc. v. Locke, 634 F. Supp. 2d 49, 52-53 (D.D.C. 2009) (“Oceana
I”) (collecting cases), rev’d on other grounds, 670 F.3d 1238 (D.C. Cir. 2011); Stand Up for
California! v. Dep’t of Interior, 71 F. Supp. 3d 109, 123 (D.D.C. 2014) (“[P]rivileged and
deliberative materials are not part of the administrative record as a matter of law.”).
15
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As the District Court for the District of Columbia explained, “[a]s pre-decisional,
deliberative documents are immaterial to the court’s decision [under the APA], they
are not designated part of the administrative record that forms the basis of the court’s
decision.” National Ass’n of Chain Drug Stores, 631 F. Supp. 2d at 27; Oceana, Inc. v.
Pritzker, --- F.Supp.3d ----, 2016 WL 6581169 (D.D.C. Nov. 4, 2016) (“Oceana II”), at
*7 (summarizing D.C. Circuit precedents and providing extended discussion of
rationale for excluding predecisional, deliberative materials from administrative
record). And because such materials are outside the scope of the administrative
record in the first instance, the agency is not required to produce a privilege log to
identify them and explain their exclusion. Oceana II, 2016 WL 6581169, at *7
(declining to “requir[e] all predecisional and deliberative documents to be logged in a
Vaughn–type index[,] [which] would place a significant burden on agencies whose
decisions are challenged as arbitrary and capricious”). The district court order here is
in direct conflict with these decisions.
Some district courts within this Circuit have likewise held that internal,
deliberative and predecisional materials are outside the scope of administrative review.
See, e.g., Carlsson v. U.S. Citizenship & Immig. Servs., 2015 WL 1467174 (C.D. Cal. Mar.
23, 2015), at *7 n.5; California v. U.S. Dep’t of Labor, 2014 WL 1665290 (E.D. Cal. Apr.
24, 2014), at *13. And although this Court has not squarely addressed the issue, it has
strongly suggested that deliberative materials are not properly part of the record for
APA review. Portland Audubon Society v. Endangered Species Committee, 984 F.2d 1534 (9th
16
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Cir. 1993), involved a request for discovery regarding alleged ex parte contacts with the
agency charged with granting exemptions from Endangered Species Act requirements.
The Court distinguished the purely internal deliberations at issue in the D.C. Circuit’s
Mothers for Peace case (and at issue here) from “allegedly improper ex parte contacts
between decisionmakers and outside parties.” 984 F.2d at 1549. In so doing, the
Court approvingly cited Mothers for Peace in suggesting that the administrative record
includes “neither the internal deliberative processes of the agency nor the mental
processes of individual agency members.” Id. at 1549.7
The principle that predecisional, deliberative materials are outside the scope of
the administrative record is also reflected in the scope of review of agency action in
the courts of appeals. When an agency decision is subject to direct review, the
“record to be filed in the court of appeals . . . shall consist of the order sought to be
reviewed or enforced, the findings or report upon which it is based, and the pleadings,
evidence, and proceedings before the agency, board, commission, or officer
concerned.” 21 U.S.C. § 2112(b). Rule 16 of the FRAP defines the administrative
record in the same terms. The advisory committee that adopted Rule 16 in 1967
In addition, in a 2010 unpublished disposition, the Court denied a motion to
supplement the administrative record (and provide an accompanying privilege log) to
include various documents, including internal, deliberative and predecisional materials.
The Court stated that it will “assume that an ‘agency properly designated the
Administrative Record absent clear evidence to the contrary,’” and held that the
petitioner had made no such showing. Cook Inletkeeper v. Envtl. Protection Agency, 400 F.
App’x 239, 240 (9th Cir. 2010) (quoting Bar MK Ranches v. Yuetter, 994 F.2d 735, 740
(10th Cir. 1993) and Portland Audubon Society, 984 F.2d at 1548).
17
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explained in the accompanying note that “[t]he record in agency cases is thus the same
as that in appeals from the district court—the original papers, transcripts, and exhibits in the
proceeding below” (emphasis added). No one would suggest that the record “in
appeals from the district court” includes deliberative materials prepared within the
court, such as bench memos and recommendations provided to the presiding judge by
his staff, or preliminary drafts of opinions and orders. The trial record comprises the
materials submitted to the court by the parties, the transcripts of the court’s
proceedings, and the orders issued by the court, not the internal deliberative work
product generated within the court’s chambers. As the committee note indicates, the
administrative record in agency review cases is subject to the same limitations.
This principle is also reflected in the terms of the APA itself. In formal
administrative proceedings, the APA provides that the “exclusive record for decision”
consists of “[t]he transcript of testimony and exhibits, together with all papers and
requests filed in the proceeding.” 5 U.S.C. § 556(e). Thus, the contents of the
administrative record are determined by the agency itself as it decides what filings and
testimony to admit into the record. The administrative record comprises the materials
that are admitted by the agency in the course of the proceeding—and only
(“exclusive[ly]”) those materials. Materials that are not “filed in the proceeding”
pursuant to the agency’s procedures, such as internal agency documents memorializing the agency’s own deliberations, are categorically outside the scope of the
administrative record under section 556(e).
18
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The APA does not contain a parallel provision explicitly prescribing the scope
of the administrative record in informal agency proceedings. But there is no reason
why deliberative materials should be treated any differently when they are generated in
the course of an informal adjudication or rulemaking than when they are created in a
formal proceeding. If anything, the informal character of the proceeding gives the
agency more, rather than less, latitude in deciding what materials belong in the record.
That decision is one for the agency, rather than the court, to make. It is a
fundamental principle of administrative law that a court may “not stray beyond the
judicial province . . . to impose upon the agency its own notion of which procedures
are ‘best’ . . . .” Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Nat. Res. Defense Council, 435 U.S.
519, 549 (1978). Thus, a court has no authority to compel an agency to place
deliberative materials in the administrative record, regardless of whether the agency is
proceeding through a formal hearing under 5 U.S.C. § 556 or, as here, an informal
rulemaking or adjudication.
2. For the foregoing reasons, the district court’s order is clearly erroneous as a
matter of law. The order will cause significant prejudice to FDA if immediate
appellate relief is not provided.
The resources and effort that will be required for FDA to comply with the
district court’s order are extraordinary. As explained in declarations submitted below,
FDA estimates that its five experienced non-scientific Center for Veterinary Medicine
Freedom of Information Act reviewers would require more than three years to
19
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complete review of the hundreds of thousands of pages of material amassed thus far
in response to the district court’s order. Garcia-Malene Decl. ¶ 14. As a result,
completing the review by July 11, 2017, the deadline currently issued by the district
court, is a virtual impossibility, and in the absence of a stay of the order, FDA will be
compelled to seek additional time to comply. Completing review by the end of this
calendar year would require FDA to divert substantial resources away from its
mission-critical functions, which include significant public health issues, such as
addressing antimicrobial resistance and preparing enforcement actions involving
products that violate federal law and that could create dangers to human or animal
health. Id. ¶ 21.
The Court has previously concluded that the burden imposed by an erroneous
document production order is a valid basis for granting mandamus relief. Medhekar v.
U.S. Dist. Ct., 99 F.3d 325, 326 (9th Cir. 1996) (per curiam) (burden and cost imposed
by district court improperly requiring Rule 26(a)(1) initial disclosures satisfied second
Bauman factor) (citing Admiral Ins. Co., 881 F.2d at 1491).8 The enormous undertaking
and diversion of resources necessary to comply with the district court’s unlawful order
here warrants issuance of the writ.

As noted earlier, see supra note 5, this case differs from Medhekar and others
regarding discovery burdens because it does not merely implicate the interests of
private parties in ordinary civil litigation, but rather those of the Executive Branch
regarding the important question of the proper scope of judicial review of agency
action.
20
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The remaining Bauman factors are also satisfied. There do not appear to be any
other means for obtaining relief from the district court’s order. For obvious reasons,
the order is not appealable as a final order under 28 U.S.C. § 1291. This Court has
generally held that the collateral order doctrine is not available for orders requiring
production or disclosure of documents. See Medhekar, 99 F.3d at 326. Discretionary
review pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b) is available only in cases of a “controlling
question of law” that would likely resolve the litigation. See Medhekar, 99 F.3d at 326
(collateral order review and review pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b) are generally not
available for orders requiring production or disclosure); Admiral Ins. Co., 881 F.2d at
1490. And the order is highly unlikely to be subject to review on appeal from the final
judgment in this case, even assuming that the judgment is adverse to the government.
Thus, mandamus appears to be the only mechanism available for timely and effective
appellate review.
The district court’s error is one that has been repeated with increasing
frequency in the Northern District of California. See, e.g., Gill v. Dep’t of Justice, 2015
WL 9258075 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 18, 2015), at *6-*7; United Farm Workers v. Envtl.
Protection Agency, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 79332 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 26, 2008), at *7-*9;
California ex rel. Lockyer v. U.S. Dep’t of Agriculture, 2006 WL 708914 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 16,
2006), at *3-*4. As noted earlier, the Court has yet to squarely address this important
question, one that has the potential to substantially affect the course of many
administrative lawsuits filed within this Circuit each year. In the absence of clear
21
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guidance from this Court, the lack of uniformity in district courts’ approach to this
important issue within the Ninth Circuit, see San Luis & Delta-Mendota Water Auth. v.
Jewell, 2016 WL 3543203 (E.D. Cal. June 23, 2016) (noting difference in N.D. Cal.’s
and E.D. Cal.’s jurisprudence on this question), creates significant potential for forum
shopping. This Court should therefore exercise its supervisory power to correct the
district court’s clear error and settle the law in this Circuit on this recurring issue.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, this Court should issue a writ of mandamus.
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Administrative Conference Recommendation 2013-4
The Administrative Record in Informal Rulemaking
Adopted June 14, 2013

The administrative record in informal rulemaking plays an essential role in informing the
public of potential agency action and in improving the public’s ability to understand and
participate in agency decisionmaking. As well, the administrative record can be essential to
judicial review of agency decisionmaking under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), which
directs courts to “review the whole record or those parts of it cited by a party” to determine
whether challenged agency action is lawful.1 This statutory language was originally understood
as referring to formal proceedings. However, the Supreme Court has long interpreted this APA
provision as also encompassing the “administrative record” in informal agency proceedings,
whether reviewable by statute or as final agency actions under 5 U.S.C. § 704.2 This application
to informal proceedings has given rise to uncertainty and experimentation as agencies and
courts have worked to implement the administrative record concept—at times inconsistently.
As a result, confusion has arisen about the compilation and uses of agency rulemaking records
maintained internally, public rulemaking dockets, and administrative records for judicial review.
The differences among these three types of records can be seen from their descriptions below.
The Administrative Conference therefore commissioned a study of federal agencies’
current practices in the development of rulemaking records, public rulemaking dockets, and
administrative records for judicial review.3 This recommendation and the supporting report
1

5 U.S.C. § 706.

2

Camp v. Pitts, 411 U.S. 138, 142 (1973); Citizens to Preserve Overton Park v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 419 (1971).

3

LELAND E. BECK, AGENCY PRACTICES AND JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS IN INFORMAL RULEMAKING (May 14,
2013) (report to the Administrative Conference of the United States) [hereinafter Beck Report].

1

address these concepts in the context of informal agency rulemaking adopted pursuant to the
notice-and-comment procedures prescribed in 5 U.S.C. § 553.4 The recommendation does not
address the record for agency decisions made in other contexts, such as in adjudication, formal
rulemaking, or guidance documents.
This recommendation builds upon earlier Administrative Conference work in the areas
of rulemaking, recordkeeping, and technological developments in managing records.
Administrative Conference Recommendation 74-4, Preenforcement Judicial Review of Rules of
General Applicability, identified the administrative materials that should be available to a court
that was evaluating, on preenforcement review, the factual basis for agency rules of general
applicability.5 That recommendation was receptive to judicial development of the concept of a
“record” on review of informal agency rulemakings. In Recommendation 93-4, Improving the
Environment for Agency Rulemaking, the Administrative Conference advised agencies to
establish and manage rulemaking files “so that maximum disclosure to the public is achieved
during the comment period and so that a usable and reliable file is available for purposes of
judicial review.”6

A number of Administrative Conference recommendations also have

examined the use of technology in acquiring, releasing, and managing agency records.7 Most
4

5 U.S.C. § 553(b)-(d). It may also have application to “hybrid” rulemaking statutes that require additional
procedures beyond those in § 553 but less than those in formal rulemaking under 5 U.S.C. §§ 556-57.

5

Administrative Conference of the United States, Recommendation 74-4, Preenforcement Judicial Review of Rules
of General Applicability, 39 Fed. Reg. 23,044 (June 26, 1974), based on consultant’s report published as Paul R.
Verkuil, Judicial Review of Informal Rulemaking, 60 VA. L. REV. 185 (1974).

6

Administrative Conference of the United States, Recommendation 93-4, Improving the Environment for Agency
Rulemaking, 59 Fed. Reg. 4670 (Feb. 1, 1994), correction published, 59 Fed. Reg. 8507 (Feb. 22, 1994).

7

Administrative Conference of the United States, Recommendation 2011-2, Rulemaking Comments, 76 Fed. Reg.
48,791 (Aug. 9, 2011); Administrative Conference of the United States, Recommendation 2011-1, Legal
Considerations in e-Rulemaking, 76 Fed. Reg. 48,789 (Aug. 9, 2011); Administrative Conference of the United
States, Recommendation 90-5, Federal Agency Electronic Records Management and Archives, 55 Fed. Reg. 53,270
(Dec. 28, 1990); Administrative Conference of the United States, Recommendation 88-10, Federal Agency Use of
Computers in Acquiring and Releasing Information, 54 Fed. Reg. 5209 (Feb. 2, 1989).

2

recently, the Conference examined legal considerations associated with the use of digital
technologies in the development and implementation of informal rulemakings.8
This

recommendation

synthesizes

and

updates

the

Conference’s

prior

recommendations in these areas. It is grounded in empirical research, supported by a survey
questionnaire on present agency recordkeeping practices, as well as by a review of existing
agency guidance.9 The Conference has identified and recommends best practices for all
rulemaking agencies in the areas of record compilation, preservation, and certification. The
recommendation also advises agencies to develop guidance to aid agency personnel as they
compile rulemaking and administrative records and public rulemaking dockets and to increase
public understanding of agency recordkeeping.
Agencies engage in informal rulemaking with differing frequencies, resources, and
technological capabilities. Many agencies are in a period of transition, as they move from paper
to electronic recordkeeping.10 Attention to the design of information technology resources that
is mindful of the principles and best practices set forth below can aid agencies in
recordkeeping, as well as facilitate greater public understanding of agency decisionmaking and
more effective judicial review. For the purposes of this recommendation, the rulemaking
record, public rulemaking docket, and the administrative record for judicial review are defined
as follows:

8

Recommendation 2011-1, supra note 7.

9

Beck Report, supra note 3, at Section III.

10

The Office of Management and Budget and the National Archives have directed federal agencies to manage all
permanent electronic records in an electronic format to the fullest extent possible by December 31, 2019, and to
develop plans to do so by December 31, 2013. Memorandum from Jeffrey D. Zients, Acting Director, Office of
Management and Budget, and David S. Ferriero, Archivist of the United States, National Archives and Records
Administration, to the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies and Independent Agencies concerning
“Managing Government Records Directive” M-12-18 (Aug. 24, 2012).

3

“Rulemaking record” means the full record of materials before the agency in an

informal rulemaking. The Conference contemplates that, in addition to materials required by
law to be included in the rulemaking record, as well as all comments and materials submitted to
the agency during comment periods, any material that the agency considered should be
included as part of that record.
“Considered” entails review by an individual with substantive responsibilities in
connection with the rulemaking.11 To say that material was considered also entails some
minimum degree of attention to the contents of a document. Thus, the rulemaking record
need not encompass every document that rulemaking personnel encountered while
rummaging through a file drawer, but it generally should include a document that an individual
with substantive responsibilities reviewed in order to evaluate its possible significance for the
rulemaking, unless the review disclosed that the document was not germane to the subject
matter of the rulemaking. A document should not be excluded from the rulemaking record on
the basis that the reviewer disagreed with the factual or other analysis in the document, or
because the agency did not or will not rely on it. Although the concept resists precise
definition, the term considered as used in this recommendation should be interpreted so as to
fulfill its purpose of generating a body of materials by which the rule can be evaluated and to
which the agency and others may refer in the future.
“Public rulemaking docket” means the public version of the rulemaking record managed
by the agency, regardless of location, such as online at Regulations.gov or an agency website or
available for physical review in a docket room. The public rulemaking docket includes all
11

The Conference first recommended inclusion of materials “considered” by the agency in the administrative
record for judicial review in Recommendation 74-4, supra note 5. Courts have also relied on the concept of
consideration in defining the administrative record. Pac. Shores Subdiv., Cal. Water Dist. v. U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, 448 F. Supp. 2d 1, 4 (D.D.C. 2006) (citations omitted); see also Nat’l Ass’n of Chain Drug Stores v. U.S.
Dep’t of Health & Human Servs., 631 F. Supp. 2d 23, 26 (D.D.C. 2009) (citing Recommendation 74-4 in defining the
administrative record); cf. Sierra Club v. Costle, 657 F.2d 298, 394 n. 469 (D.C. Cir. 1981) (discussing
Recommendation 74-4 as an approach to defining the administrative record).

4

information that the agency has made available for public viewing. The Conference also urges
agencies to manage their public rulemaking dockets to achieve maximum disclosure to the
public. However, the Conference recognizes that prudential concerns may limit agencies from
displaying some information, such as certain copyrighted or indecent materials, online. It is a
best practice for agencies to describe and note online those materials that are not displayed
but are available for physical inspection. Another agency best practice is to include in the
public rulemaking docket materials generated and considered by the agency after the close of
the comment period but prior to issuance of the final rule.12
“Administrative record for judicial review” means the materials tendered by the agency
and certified to a court as the record on review of the agency’s regulatory action. The
administrative record provided to the court will include an affidavit, made by a certifying
official, attesting to the contents and accuracy of the record being certified. 13 It should also
include an index itemizing the contents.14 Parties often rely on this index in designating
portions of the administrative record for judicial review, such as for inclusion in a joint appendix
that will be presented to the court. The designated portions of the administrative record then
typically serve as the basis for the court’s review, as provided in the Administrative Procedure
Act and as appropriate under the rules of the reviewing court.15
Some materials in an agency’s rulemaking record may be protected from public
disclosure by law or withheld from the public on the basis of agency privilege. For example,
12

The present recommendation is not limited to disclosures that the APA, as construed in widely followed case
law, may require. See Ass’n of Data Processing Serv. Orgs. v. Bd. of Governors, 745 F.2d 677, 684 (D.C. Cir. 1984)
(“[A]t least the most critical factual material that is used to support the agency’s position on review must have
been made public in the proceeding . . . .”). However, this case law gives agencies an additional reason to provide
public disclosure of factual material in some circumstances.

13

Beck Report, supra note 3, at Section IV.A.

14

Id.

15

5 U.S.C. § 706 (“. . . the court shall review the whole record or those parts of it cited by a party. . . .”).

5

protected materials might include classified information, confidential supervisory or business
information, or trade secrets. Other materials might be withheld on the basis of privilege,
including attorney-client privilege, the attorney work product privilege, and the pre-decisional
deliberative process privilege. Agency practices regarding the identification or inclusion of
protected or privileged materials in administrative records and their accompanying indices
vary.16

Some agencies do not include or identify deliberative or privileged materials in

administrative records for judicial review.17 Other agencies identify non-disclosed materials
specifically in a privilege log provided with the index of the administrative record for judicial
review. Agencies have also noted redactions of protected materials in the administrative
record for judicial review and moved the court to permit filing of protected materials, or a
summary thereof, under seal. Many agencies do not have a policy on inclusion of protected or
privileged materials in an administrative record for judicial review and manage such materials
on a case-by-case basis. Case-by-case consideration may occasionally be necessary, such as
when privileged materials are referenced as the basis of the agency’s decision. Nonetheless,
the Conference recommends that agencies develop a written policy for treatment of protected
or privileged materials, including indexing, in public rulemaking dockets and in certification of
the administrative record for judicial review, and that agencies make this policy publicly
available.

16

The variety of agency practices is described at length in the Beck Report, supra note 3, at Section IV.A.

17

Absent a showing of bad faith or improper behavior, the agency practice of excluding pre-decisional materials
from the administrative record on judicial review enjoys substantial judicial support. See In re Subpoena Duces
Tecum Served on Office of Comptroller of Currency, 156 F.3d 1279 (D.C. Cir. 1998); San Luis Obispo Mothers for
Peace v. Nuclear Regulatory Comm’n, 789 F.2d 26, 44-45 (D. C. Cir. 1986) (en banc).

6

Compilation and preparation of the administrative record for judicial review is properly
within the province of the agency and this process should be accorded a presumption of
regularity by the reviewing court.18 Completion or supplementation of the administrative
record for judicial review may be appropriate where a strong showing has been made to
overcome the presumption of regularity in compilation. For example, courts have permitted
limited discovery on the basis of a “strong showing of bad faith or improper behavior” on the
part of the agency decisionmaker.19 Courts may also inquire into allegations that the agency
omitted information from the administrative record for judicial review that should have been
included.20
Completion or supplementation of the administrative record for judicial review may also
be appropriate in other circumstances not addressed in this recommendation. In a previous
recommendation, the Conference has recognized that the reviewing court should not invariably
be confined to the record on review in evaluating the factual basis of a generally applicable rule
on preenforcement review.21 The Conference has also acknowledged that, on direct review by
courts of appeals, the record on review “can usually be supplemented, if necessary, by means
other than an evidentiary trial in a district court.”22

18

th

See Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping v. U.S. Dep’t of Energy, 485 F.3d 1091, 1097 (10 Cir. 1985)
(“. . . designation of the Administrative Record, like any established administrative procedure, is entitled to a
presumption of administrative regularity.”) (citation omitted); Amfac Resorts, LLC v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 143
F.Supp. 2d 7, 12 (D.D.C. 2001); see also United States v. Chem. Found., Inc., 272 U.S. 1, 14-15 (1926) (“The
presumption of regularity supports the official acts of public officers and, in the absence of clear evidence to the
contrary, courts presume that they have properly discharged their official duties.”).

19

Citizens to Preserve Overton Park v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 420 (1971).

20

See, e.g., Cape Cod Hospital v. Sebelius, 630 F.3d 203, 211-12 (D.C. Cir. 2011); Ad Hoc Metals Coalition v.
Whitman, 227 F. Supp. 2d 134, 139-40 (D.D.C. 2002).

21

Recommendation 74-4, supra note 5.

22

Administrative Conference of the United States, Recommendation 75-3, The Choice of Forum for Judicial Review
of Administrative Action ¶ 5(a), 40 Fed. Reg. 27,926 (July 2, 1975).
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RECOMMENDATION
Record Contents
1. The Rulemaking Record. In the absence of a specific statutory requirement to the
contrary, the agency rulemaking record in an informal rulemaking proceeding should include:
(a) notices pertaining to the rulemaking;
(b) comments and other materials submitted to the agency related to the rulemaking;
(c) transcripts or recordings, if any, of oral presentations made in the course of a
rulemaking;
(d) reports or recommendations of any relevant advisory committees;
(e) other materials required by statute, executive order, or agency rule to be
considered or to be made public in connection with the rulemaking; and
(f) any other materials considered by the agency during the course of the rulemaking.
2. The Public Rulemaking Docket. Agencies should manage their public rulemaking

dockets to achieve maximum public disclosure. Insofar as feasible, the public rulemaking
docket should include all materials in the rulemaking record, subject to legal limitations on
disclosure, any claims of privilege, or any exclusions allowed by law that the agency chooses to
invoke. In addition, it may be prudent not to include some sensitive information online and to
note instead that this material is available for physical review in a reading room.
3. The Administrative Record for Judicial Review. The administrative record provided to
the court on judicial review of informal rulemaking should contain all of the materials in the
rulemaking record as set forth in paragraph 1, except that agencies need not include materials
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protected from disclosure by law nor materials that the agency has determined are subject to
withholding based on appropriate legal standards, including privilege.
Rulemaking Recordkeeping
4. Agencies should begin compiling rulemaking records no later than the date on which
an agency publishes the notice of proposed rulemaking. Agencies should include materials
considered in preparation of the notice of proposed rulemaking. For example, agencies should
include materials received in response to an advance notice of proposed rulemaking or a notice
of inquiry, if there is one, and considered in development of the proposed rule. The agency
should continue compiling the rulemaking record as long as the rule is pending before the
agency.
5. Agencies should designate one or more custodians for rulemaking recordkeeping,
either on a rulemaking-by-rulemaking basis or generally. Agencies should inform agency
personnel of the custodian(s) and direct them to deposit rulemaking record materials with the
custodian(s), excepting if necessary confidential information to which access is restricted. The
custodian(s) should document the record compilation process.
Public Rulemaking Dockets
6. To the extent practicable, agencies should index public rulemaking dockets for
informal rulemaking, at an appropriate level of detail.
Record Preservation
7. The National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) should amend its agency
guidance to address the official status and legal value of records relating to informal
rulemaking, particularly administrative records for judicial review.
8. Agencies using electronic records management systems to manage rulemaking
records, such as the Federal Document Management System or agency specific systems, should
9

work with NARA to ensure the adequacy of such systems for recordkeeping purposes and the
transfer to the National Archives of permanent records. Agencies should review their records
schedules in light of developments in electronic records management.
Certification of Administrative Records for Judicial Review
9. Agencies should develop procedures for designating appropriate individuals, who
may or may not be record custodians, to certify administrative records to the court in case of
judicial review of agency action. Agency certifications should include an index of contents of
the administrative record for judicial review.
Agency Record Policies and Guidance
10. Agencies should develop a general policy regarding treatment of protected or
privileged materials, including indexing, in public rulemaking dockets and in certification of the
administrative record for judicial review. Agencies should make this policy available to the
public and should provide it to the Department of Justice, if the Department represents the
agency in litigation.
11. Agencies that engage in informal rulemaking should issue guidance to aid personnel
in implementing the above best practices. Agencies should make their guidance on informal
rulemaking and administrative recordkeeping available to the public and should provide it to
the Department of Justice, if the Department represents the agency in litigation. The level of
detail and contents of such guidance will vary based on factors such as: the size of typical
agency rulemaking records; institutional experience, or the lack thereof, with record
compilation and informal rulemaking litigation; the need for consistency across agency
components in the development and maintenance of rulemaking records; and agency
resources. However, agencies should ensure that guidance addresses at least the following:
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(a) essential components of the rulemaking record, public rulemaking docket, and the
administrative record for judicial review;
(b) appropriate exclusions from the rulemaking record, including guidance on whether
and when to exclude materials such as personal notes or draft documents;
(c) timing of compilation and indexing practices;
(d) management and segregation of privileged materials, e.g., attorney work product or
pre-decisional deliberative materials;
(e) management and segregation of sensitive or protected materials, e.g., copyrighted,
classified, protected personal, or confidential supervisory or business information;
(f) policies and procedures, if any, for the protection of sensitive information submitted
by the public during the process of rulemaking or otherwise contained in the rulemaking
record;
(g) preservation of rulemaking and administrative records and public rulemaking
dockets;
(h) certification of the administrative record for judicial review, including the process
for identifying the appropriate certifying official; and
(i) relevant capabilities and limitations of recordkeeping tools and technologies.
Judicial Review
12. A reviewing court should afford the administrative record for judicial review a
presumption of regularity.
13. In appropriate circumstances, a reviewing court should permit or require
supplementation or completion of the record on review. Supplementation or completion may
11

be appropriate when the presumption of regularity has been rebutted, such as in cases where
there is a strong showing that an agency has acted improperly or in bad faith or there are
credible allegations that the administrative record for judicial review is incomplete.
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